
HOW TO WRITE A THEATRE REVIEW EHOWTO

Theater reviews matter because they capture the transient art of theater and create a permanent record of it. Critics are
responsible for fairly.

Provide a brief synopsis of the plot without including spoilers or dwelling too long on a retelling. You have to
be able to provide a very brief summary of the play, a close objective analysis of the performance you attend,
and an interpretation and evaluation of the entire ensemble of staging, acting, directing, and so on. Note the
vivid description of what was seen, and the use of detail to convey that vividness. The Purpose of a Play
Review A review is aimed to make an objective analysis of the performance and provide an opinion about the
quality of the performance. Read the play. Writing the Body of the Paper: The Review Remember that in the
body of the paper you are obliged to deal specifically with each element of the production that you mentioned
in the introduction and thesis. Mention what phrases and approaches the author uses to describe the
performance and the way the analysis is delivered. The best advice I can offer is to see as much theatre as you
can, write about everything that you see, and always write reviews that really reflect what you felt about a
show â€” not what you think you ought to have felt about it. What is your experience? Tell if you found that
something was missing or there were confusing moments. What kind of plays can you see there? They
criticize the scenery and the script. Your tone will be very important in making your review reliable and
intelligent. Imagine how the production of the play may look, and think about the costumes, decorations,
lighting, and overall atmosphere. If it is, what makes it good? If this will not be enough, read other play review
samples on our site. Discuss the work of the costume designer and make-up artist. References Theatrefolk:
How to Write a Play Review About the Author As a professional writer since , Bridgette Redman's career has
included journalism, educational writing, book authoring and training. What is the difference between these
performances? You will have no success if you try to apply for prestigious theatre review jobs without first
building a portfolio of your work. A television show also may earn cult status among a specific audience
demographic or blaze creative trails with its structure and episodes. A review is a subjective but educated
response to a piece of theatre. What restrictions does this impose on the director? Were any significant cuts
made in the script? In a review, draw upon a show's performance and production, and illustrate the strengths
and weaknesses of a show, as well as what audiences might enjoy most. Oh, and have fun. There is an art to
writing an effective theatre review. Step 2. You are not asked to cover a wide variety of production elements i.
To deliver a good play review, you need to love the theater and carry those feelings into your writing to inspire
people to go to the theater. Blogging has changed the world of theatre criticism, and for the better. Do they
offer evidence to support their opinions? There is no rapid way to become a good writer, so prepare to exert
effort and put in practice time. It should express an opinion supported by thoughtful analysis. How have they
used gestures? A timid theatre review is often a dull read.


